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I can not condone banning someone because they post the maximum number of pictures in one
gallery. Personally, I would like to see these artist(s) take a(s much time as they would spend
cranking out images by the hour) and channel that into one single image; experiment and try new
things with lighting or unique angles, Shadows etc..  I will offer Critique on images I do it in a way that
will not be harsh but simply ask the artist what if they were to try ( insert Questionable critique here)
or even make the suggestion. 

I will scan the thumbnails and if I see something that catches my eye even from those that post
numerous images then I will comment on what I like and make suggestions on little thing that seem
off or ask questions about it. IF they chose to work with what I suggest so be it, if not I am not losing
any sleep.over it. as an aspiring artist I look forward to and try to implement any feedback I receive in
the images I post. If there is art I do not like or find interesting I simply scroll past it to stuff I do like.

As you have noticed I have slacked off a lot from posting lately, but I try to find time between the
family and work.

Heromorph is a community for all artist be it "good" or "bad" to come together with a common goal,
be it for fun or for business. we all have a love of the art we create be it 2d, 3d, manips, or even the
adult content.
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